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A New Plan to Fix Old Buildings

--Craig Chandler
A Major Push at Howard U

--Howard University
Digital Books Lead
to the Decline of Campus Bookstores

--University of California, Santa Cruz
Students’ Mixed Feelings on College Costs

• Three-quarters of high school seniors who plan to attend a four-year college are worried about the costs they will face.
• But students associated high-cost institutions with better quality.
Student Information System Difficulties Frustrate Colleges and Universities
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Williams Gets More Generous With Aid

--Wikipedia
Righting ‘Historical Wrongs’

~Josh Geurink
Flexibility on (Federal) Spending

• HEERF funds can be used for mental health support for students.
• They can also be used to create new resources to support students.
Administrative Holds
‘Why Is the Business Office Always Hassling Us?’

• Internal audits
• External audits
• Other reviews and rules
Q&A

• Your questions
• Your suggestions for future coverage
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